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This d issertation examines the alternatives available to management when the 
time comes t o increase production. The first focus i s on the "greenfield" fa
cility (completely new facility with no existing infrastructurel, its cost, 
its proble ms , and its r e t urn on investment. The possibility of expanding the 
productivity of an existing facility is then discussed, and the major thrust 
of the pape r i s thi s area. The sta tus o f the existing plant must be deter
mined and then compa r ed t o it s potent ia l. The methodology of this process i s 
developed as well as the procedures for accomplishing a maximum production in
c rease . F inally, the costs and the cost effectiveness of the "greenfield" 
plant are compa red with those involved in the expansion of an older facility. 
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INTRODUCTION 

When market conditions are favorable and when corporate management decides 

to increase the rate of production of a product, a decision must be made 

whether to do so by increasing the production in a new "greenfield" facility 

(completely new facility with no existing infrastructure) or by enhancing the 

productivity and efficiency of an existing refinery. Due to the large capital 

investment required for a "greenfield" facility, consideration is usually 

given to expanding or upgrading existing facilities. Using an electrolytic 

zinc refinery as an example, the capital cost in a developed country would be 

in the range of $3,000 per metric' ton of finished product, with variation up 

or down based primarily on size. 

A rule of thumb or an informed estimate of the effect of size on capital 

cost is the "six-tenths rule" in which cost varies to the six-tenths power of 

the change in size. Using this method, a plant twice the size would cost 2·6, 

or 1.52, times as much as the smaller plant. Consequently the $3,000 per met-

ric ton of finished product could be (1.52 x $3,000) I 2 

ton for a plant twice the size and (0.66 x $3,000) I 0.5 

ton for a plant half the size. 

$2,280 per metric 

$3,960 per metric 

For the "greenfield" plant, the economics favor the larger plant. Finan-

cial constraints and market conditions may preclude taking advantage of the 

large-plant concept, while building a smaller plant is penalized by the higher 

unit cost of construction. 

It makes sense, therefore, to first consider the possibility of add-on ca-

pacity. Infrastructure costs are minimal or not required. Advantage can of-

ten be taken of normal over-capacity designed into the existing plant. Capi

tal requirements are usually much lower than that encountered in "greenfield" 

facilities. In some cases, there is virtually no need for significant capital 

investment. In almost all cases, the required capital has a much higher dis-

counted cash flow rate of return. There is a methodology for determining 

whether or not the corporate goal of increasing production can be met by up-

grading an existing faciHty. In any event, it is usually quite worth while 

to make an audit of the exis.ting facility to determine the potential for ex

pansion andlor profit improvement. 
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THE "GREENFIELD" PLANT 

It i s worthwhile at this point to examine what is involved in the construc

tion of a "greenfield" plant. Regardless of the existence of an established 

older plant, the design and the construction of a new plant represents some

thing "new" and different. As an example, it is not normal practice to dupli

cate processes, materials o f construct i on, and control concepts. The old 

plant will provide guidance in many design aspects, but someone can always 

po int out something different and p resumably, but not always, better. Newer 

technology and equipment options must be considered to avoid the danger of 

building an obsolete plant. The factor of size alone will almost certainly be 

present and will dictate many detail design changes. As a result, conven

tional steps will, or at least should, be taken to study, evaluate, perhaps 

test, design, and construct the new plant. 

There will be a feasibility study made that must include such items as the 

infrastructure required, the environmental impact, optimum plant size, selec

tion of process technology, marketing projections, labor supply, rate of in-

flation, major equipment selection, degree of instrumentation, 

operating cost, projected recoveries, ~ risk. Finally, 

capital cost, 

the overall 

economies of the project must be subjected to a discounted-cash-flow-rate-of

return-o n-investment (DCFROI) analysis which considers the time value of 

money. The completion of the analysis results in a statement that the return 

investmen t is a certain percent, say a DCFROI of 10%. At that point, it is 

quite possible that the whole concept may appear to be unwise. Even with an 

acceptable DCFROI, say 20%, the corporation may feel uncomfortable with the 

amount of capital required. Perhaps the DCFROI may be below that of other 

competing projects, or the potential risk may be judged unacceptable. 

However, let us assume that the project still appears to be attractive if 

everything goes as planned. It is obvious that everyone involved hopes that 

everything does go as planned and that every effort will be made to insure 

that this takes place. 

It is wise at this point to examine some of the things that can happen and 

that sometimes have happened. Any project, as it proceeds, begins to develop 

a life of its own. Either in-house personnel or outside consultants are first 

assigned to the project for the feasibility study. When the feasibility study 
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is done in house or is controlled in house, the involved personnel become 

deeply committed. They want the project to go forward, they see an important 

place for themselves and, if precautions are not taken, a bias begins to ap

pear. Risks may be underestimated to influence the ROI (return on invest-

ment). As the personnel may see themselve s as operating the plant or, at 

least, as responsible for the successful operation of the plant, there may be 

a tendency to over build or over instrument,_ in order to ensure success, 

thereby increasing capital cost. For these reasons, it is sometimes wise to 

leave the feasibility study to disinterested professionals who, in some cases, 

are precluded from participating in follow-on engineering, procurement, and 

construction. 

The feasibility study normally forms the basis for decision making and fi

nancing. In some cases there is a preliminary feasibility study. This is 

followed by a decision to tentatively proceed which, in turn, is followed by a 

full feasibility study complete with the necessary pilot-plant studies. 

Once a corporate decision is made to proceed, financing, the proper mix of 

equity and loans, must be secured. It usually takes a substantial amount of 

time to arrange for financing: first, because a review and possible revisions 

of the feasibility study may be required both by management and by consultants 

who are assisting, 

lending institution 

and second, in the event o f borrowed capital, because the 

is interested in the magnitude of the risk involved. 

Quite often the lending institution retains the services of a consultant or 

consulting firm to review and comment on the feasibility study. Finally, 

there are the negotiations with lending institutions, equity investors , or 

joint venture partners for the necessary funding. Quite often this phase of a 

project can take years. 

With funds available, the work commences , and it progresses as quickly as 

is feasible. Basic engineering, incorporating proprietary equipment and pro-

cesses , produces flow sheets, general arrangement drawings, and operational 

procedures, calculates material balances, and selects and designates key pro-

cess equipment. The primary purpose of basic engineering is to provide the 

information necessary to produce the detailed engineering drawings, equipment 

tests, etc. required for procurement and construction. 
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During basic engineering it is sometimes necessary to set up a pilot plant 

to test certain aspects of the process and to provide a better basis for 

equipment sizing. This pilot plant, regardless of size, can also provide an 

excellent training for the professional o r operating staff. It also takes 

time . 

Site select i on must be finalized, soils tests performed, an environmental 

impact statement prepared, and construction and operating permits obtained. 

All of these affect the detail design and should be completed prior to the 

start o f detail engineering and construction. 

The general course of detail engineering is largely fixed by basic engi

neering, however there are many decisions that must be made in terms of equip

ment selection, construction methods, degree of instrumentation and au

tomation, and environmental controls. These detailed decisions can have a 

very significant effect on capital cost as well as operating costs, therefore 

close control of capital expense must be maintained throughout the design en

gineering phase of the project. Any decision that tends to increase the pro

jected capital cost must be carefully evaluated. For example, an increase in 

capital cost due to an engineering error may have to be accepted and some 

means found of reducing cost elsewhere. Or, in another example, when someone 

feels that extra capital funds should be spent to ~ the project, the ex

tra expenditure should be justified by improvements in operating cost or bet

ter recoveries so that the overall ROI is improved or at least remains the 

sarne. 

Eventua lly, the pro ject nears completion; hopefully, wi thin budget. The 

next phase, then, is commissioning, that is, making sure that the various sec

tions of the plant really function mechanically: the motors start, the pumps 

actually pump, valves open and close, pipes do not leak, filters are func

tional, etc. This can be a time of nasty surprises resulting in revision, 

equipment changes, and so on. Much of this work can be and should be done 

concurrent with construction so that embarrassing and costly delays do not re

sult at the beginning of the commission phase. 

Finally, the plant is ready to operate . In the latter stages of construc

tion, staff and operators have been hired, training on site or at similar 

plants has been completed, and start-up experts are on site. The plant now 
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commences for the fir s t time to actually process raw materials. Again, th i s 

can be a time of unpleasant surprises. It is virtually certain that there 

will be problems, even with the experts on hand . The most serious effect of 

problems at this phase of the project is the prospect of delayed incarne. Ev-

erything to this point has re su lted in negative cash flow. The need for a 

p os itive cash flow ca n be critica!. It will be a diffi cult time for staff, 

operators, maintenance people and experts. But it has also been my experience 

that with a firm determination to maintain the momentum of production, ev

eryone lives through this period, and the plant does become operational. 

The next question is whether the quantity and quality of production is 

satisfactory. Generally, there are performance guarantees provided by the 

suppliers of technology. In most cases, guarantees are written in such a way 

that the supplier of tec hnology is confident o f meeting goa ls and that failure 

to do so can be blamed on problems beyond his control. Quite often penalties 

for non-compliance with guarantees are limited to continued assistance. In 

any event, the life of the plant goes on, and t he burden o f building up to 

production and quality projections falls on the operating staff. 

How long, then, does it take the plant to achieve normal or design pro

duction level s and optimum quality control? This varies widely in the indus

try as so much depends on the uniqueness of the process a nd the skills of op

erators and managers. In my own experience, I have been fortunate to achieve 

full productio n in the first year of operation in the f our operations that I 

--,a ve been responsible for. This, however, cannot be cons idered the norm. For 

>O! xample, the design engineers assigned to a feasibility study for an elec

t rolytic zinc refinery in China first suggested production levels of 20%, 40 %, 

a nd 80% in the first three years of operation with full production in the 

fourth year. This was later changed to 60% and 80% in the first two years 

with full production in the third year . There are probably other opinions; 

however, it may be wise, for purposes of financial planning, to assume f><ll 

production in the third year . 

Let us now take into consideration the time required to bring a new plant 

on stream and, also, the time value of money from incept ion to full on-stream 

production . 
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Assume that we are talking o f a plant costing $200,000,000 U.S. with an es

timated discounted cash-flow rate of return calculated to be 20% and the life 

of the plant set at 20 years. The 20% rate of return is required by the owner 

to cover his risk and t o compete with other available options for investment. 

The feasibility study tells him that from the inception of the project , the 

start of operat ions will require four years , and full production will be ob-

t a i ned in the seventh year. In such a scenario, the net present value of a 

d ol lar and of the çash flow will be somewhat as shown in Table 1. 

It is clear from Table I, below, that the money being spent in the early 

years of the project represents a much higher va lue in terms of discou nted 

cash flow than does money received in late years of the project. From Table 1 

we see that the $20,000,000 spent in year 2 has a discounted cash-flow value 

o f -$13,880,000 whereas the $40 ,000,000 received in year 6 o f the project has 

a discounted cash-flow value of on ly +$13,400,000 . 

Table I 
Time V alue of Mo ney 

Net Present 
Value of a Discounted 

Year Dollar Cash Flow Cash Flow 
1 .833 - $10 000 000 - $8 330 000 
2 .694 -$20 000 000 - $13 880 000 
3 .57 9 -$90 000 000 -$5 2 110 000 
4 .482 - $60 000 000 -$ 28 920 000 
5 .402 -$20 000 00 0 -$1 6 080, 000 
6 .33 5 +$40 000 000 +$13 400 000 
7 . 279 +$55 000 000 +$ 15 345 000 

Most of the above serves to point out the reasons for management's resis-

tance to large scale "greenfield" projects. A "greenfield" facility is very 

expensive, and it takes a substantial number of years before a positive cash 

fl o w is generated. Because of this , the recent trend is to increase produc-

tivity by expanding and upgrading existing facilities. 

THE EXISTING PLANT 

In general, there are two extremes found in existing facilities. One is 

the facility which was designed at some time in the past and has since been 

operated with short range planning . The maintenance is conducted largely on a 

breakdown basis. The re has been little formal training since startup. There 

is high turnover of staff and operators , and in-depth knowledge of equ ipment 
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and processes is thinly spread among s upervisors and workers. The facility 

tends to function with the workers simply reacting to events, often crisis 

situations. Normal industry production rates, capabilities, and efficiencies 

are not widely understood. Performance is measured against past performance, 

which may o r may not be acceptable in a competi tive industry. The true 

capability of the facility has never been really tested except during start up 

or on rare occasions. There has been little investigation into improved 

equipment o r methods. Process instrumentation and automation have not been 

encouraged. This, of course, is an extreme situation; but one which can 

easily occur and which is found more frequently than one would expect. 

The other extreme is the facility in which management control and planning 

has been exemplary. Training has been intensive and is ongoing. There is a 

continuous search for better equipment and better process ing methods, and cap

ital is used as required to keep the entire operation in a well-oiled, state

of-the-art, like-new condition. In short, the facility is as good, or better, 

than the day that it was built. 

The average plant, of course, is somewhere between the two extremes. In 

areas of the world where competition is minimal and profit can be controlled 

by setting a product selling price at some point above normal cost, there is a 

tendency toward the first of the two extremes. Where there is intense compe

tition, there is a tendency, indeed a necessity, f o r plants to be more of the 

type indicated in the second example. 

Figure 1 is a typical break-even cha rt which shows the profit potential of 

a plant at various levels of production. A design capacity of 100,000 metric 

tons per year is assumed and profits at 85%, 100%, 115%, and 130% are indi

cated. No large-scale capital costs have been incurred . Items such as labor 

are constant and are shown as part of :'ixed costs. Variable costs include 

such items as power, reagents, and raw materials. It is apparent that in

creasing production is a major key to attaining higher profitability. 

When the owner, manager, or consultant assumes the task of improving prof

itability by upgrading and/or expanding the operation, there is a checklist of 

items to investigate. For ease of presentation, it is best to approach this 

list as a consultant would. 
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1. Design capacity-what the plant was designed to do. Every plant is de-

signed to operate at a certain capacity; howeve r, there are differences 

in the way the owner and the design engineer set the guide lines. To 

conserve capital, the plant may be designed as "tightly" as possible. 

If carried to extremes , this could mean that the plant has very l it tle 

ability to operate above design level s and therefore has low catch-up 

capability to offset potential p r oduction prob lems. If t he owner re-

quires high catch-up capability to offset potential production prob lems, 

he may insist on what the engineer/designer may regard as ove r-sizing. 

If the owner or the engineer are unsure of their process, as in a first

of-its-kind plant, there is a t endency to over design to ensure design 

levels of production . In any event, the consultant must compare the 

design capacity with the actual historical capacity. If the actual ca-

pacity is significantly l ower than des ign , he must find the reason. 

2. On-stream time. On-stream time is the percentage of time that a facil

ity or some portion of t he faci lity is operat ing. The operating rate is 

not considered. Some facilities or equipment require, or are assumed to 

require, annual or monthly shut-downs, turn-around maintenance, or 

rebuilding. It is normal to assume an on-stream time of 90%. This, 

then, means that the instantaneous operat ing rate must be considerably 

higher than the average rate during a 365-day year. The actual on

stream times provide a good me as ure o f the state of maintenance of the 

equipment or the skill o f ope rating management in a c hieving maximum uti

lization of their equipment. 

3. Recovery, the ratio of input metal to output metal . Recovery provides 

an efficiency indicator that can be compared to industry standards. In 

the electrolytic zinc industry, zi!lc recovery varies depending on the 

iron content of the concentrator received, the design of the leaching 

section of the refinery, the consumption of zinc dust, the efficiency of 

residue washing, and the various dust and solution lasses. 

4 . Current efficiency. In the electrolytic zinc industry, current effi-

ciency (actual kilowatt hours pe r ton of cathode zinc produced in the 

electrolysis section compared to the theoretical requirements) is an 

important indicator of metallurgical and operating efficiency. In some 

cases, it can affect refinery' s ability to produce at design capacity. 
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5. Power efficiency. This is usua lly based on kilowatt hours per ton of 

finished metal products. The largest factor involved in the elec

trolytic industry is the current efficiency, but the power used in the 

entire plant must also be considered. As a consequence , the specific 

design of the plant and the operat ions undertaken have an effect on this 

figure. The most import a nt use of t he power-efficiency figure i s in 

estimating power wastage. 

6. Reagent usage. The use of r eagents, when too high, represents a loss of 

money . When t oo low, it can adverse ly affect the plant metallurgy caus-

ing l oss o f efficiency and product i on. Reagent usage is usually re-

ported on a monthly basis and can therefo re be readily compared to in

ctu s try usages. Wi de variation in usage can a lso indicate a lack of op-

erational controls. In the electrolytic zinc industry final zinc prod-

uct is returned in the f orm o f zinc dust to the process as a reagent for 

impurity removal . Its usage represent s a major restriction on level of 

production and on profitability. Under-usage of reagents can adversely 

affect plant metallurgy causing los s of efficiency and production, but 

this i s unusual. More common ly there is excessive use of reagents be

cause operato rs wou ld prefe r to err on the s ide o f safety. Generally it 

is easy to make substantial sav ings in r eagent usage by improving oper

ating procedure and by instrument cont rol. 

7. Labor efficiency. ln most of the world this is a most important mea-

sure. In some areas, however, where labor is i nexpens ive, it is consid

erably less i mportant. Much depends on the design of the plant with 

mechanization, automation, and instrumentation playing a large part. 

But management, supervision, and labor organization can, in many cases, 

play an even larger part. 

8. Rate of Production. Expressed in te r ms of tons of finished product per 

day or month or year, this represents one of the most significant mea-

sures to be considered. The annual production rate is, of course, the 

most important measure, but it is also necessary to note the variations 

in the monthly and daily figures. The occasional very high daily or 

monthly figures can provide information on the potential for much higher 

annual production rates . Great variability in daily, monthly, or even 
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annual rates of production generally indicates problems in operating 

control techniques and/or maintenance practices. 

INDUSTRY STANDARD$ VERSUS PRESENT STATUS OF THE PLANT 

In the specific industry being investigated, there are usually standards of 

efficiency that allow management or consultants to judge the performance of an 

operation. The standards provide only general guidance, yet they are an ex-

cellent starting point for investigating the potential for increased produc

tivity and profit. 

If the plant under study does not meet industry standards, then the reasons 

for poor performance must be sought. The faults can lie in a number of areas. 

The operating equipment may be inadequate due to poor design, lack of proper 

maintenance, or lack of spare parts: The operating technique may be 

inadequate or even counter productive. There may be misconceptions of proper 

operating procedures at any point in the chain of command. There may be a 

lack of direction or inadequate emphasis on higher performance levels. 

It is not unusual to find that operating personnel are unable to pinpoint 

reasons for poor performance and cannot recommend corrective action. Poor 

operating performance, in some instances, goes unrecognized and may be seen as 

a normal operating condition. 

At this point, it is worth discussing a method of starting. The owner or 

the ultimate decision maker can say to the chief operating officer or consul

tant something like: "Why is this facility is not producing at industry stan

dards or, even better, at its full potential capacity and efficiency? How can 

production be brought up to par or to the real ultimate capacity for the least 

cost in the shortest span of time?" And finally, "Effect the necessary 

changes and bring production and efficiency up to the highest possible level." 

The chief operating officer or consultant then goes to work. Starting with 

the rate of production, it seems appropriate to take an example from my own 

experience with a yellowcake (U308) concentrator in the early days of the 

uranium industry. The concentrator was one of the first of its kind and was 

designed to treat 1300 metric tons per day of mine run ore using ion-exchange 

technology. The engineering company engaged to build the concentrator had no 

prior experience in this field, but basic technology was supplied by the 
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research arm of the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) . The concentrator was 

started, and we encountered the normal start-up problems. But in a matter of 

a few months, it was operating at design capacity. Direct mine supply was 

plentiful, there was a large stockpile of AEC-crushed and -sampled ore nearby, 

and the market standard for fini s hed product was virtually unlimited. Man-

agement soon began to wonder if production could be increased. There, then, 

ensued a debate as to how to proceed. Two plans were advanced. The first was 

to gradually increase the feed rate by 1% per month, as there was no firm 

knowledge of e·quipment capability. If this plan were to be accepted, then a 

rate of 112% of capacity might be reached in one year. An increase in ca 

pacity of 12% over the design specification of the c oncentrator was considered 

to be a rational figure . 

The second plan was based on a lack of knowledge as to what the probable 

bottlenecks would be. This plan proposed to quickly increase the feed rate 

until some bottleneck developed and then to attempt to eliminate that bottle

neck. 

The second plan wa s adopted. It was found that there were many bottlenecks 

and, as each bottleneck was eliminated, the f eed rate was immediately 

increased. The end result was that at the end of the first year of operation, 

the concentrator was operating at ore feeds of close to 2500 metric tons per 

day. All process equipment changes were made during concentrator shutdowns 

not exceeding 12 hours. None of the changes were of a cost magnitude to be 

classed as a capital expense. 

The example is extreme, of course, and wa s made possible by the engineer

constructor' s conservatism; however, the point is that there must be a con

certed drive to find, and eliminate; the bottlenecks . 

Another case is Cominco's pressure leaching system installed at their elec

trolytic zinc refinery in Trail, British Columbia where the design capacity of 

the unit was more than doubled as problems were solved and operating experi

ence was gained. 

These two examples represent new commercial processes where conservative 

design was advisable. But what about a plant of generally proven technology? 

Let us take an electrolytic zinc refinery as an example. Generally speak

ing, the rectifier that provides direct current to the electrolytic cells sets 
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the maximum capacity of the refinery. The design engineer multipl ies the the

oretical amount of zinc deposited by one ampere in one hour by an assumed 

current efficiency, usually 88%, and at some assigned current density of, say, 

450 amperes per square meter to arrive at the output of zinc from the ce llroom 

equipment per square meter per hour. The rectifier itself is designed to 

output a larger amount than the calculated amount required for full production 

when operating 365 days per year, 24 hours per day, at the 88% current 

efficiency. Conservative design allows for perhaps 15% over-capacity , whereas 

a tight design might allow only 10% over-capacity. Over -capacity is extremely 

important during startup for it provides catch-up capacity . Without this, the 

refinery would have little chance o f meeting its p roduc tion goals in the early 

years of operation, even without the normal s tart-up problems. With this 

rectifier over-capacity, a 100% rate of production can be achieved in the 

first year of operation. This was the case in all of the refineries I have 

been responsible for . Equally important is the potential for very easily in

creasing refinery production in later years. 

Generally speaking the remainder of the refinery-reaction tanks, filters, 

pumps, lines-are designed with substantially more over - capacit y than the rec

tifiers, although it may no t seem so in the first yea r or two o f ope ration . 

Let us use centrifugai pumps as an example. As the capa c ity of the pump at 

constant speed can be increased by installing a larger impeller, the designer 

usually sizes his pump casing such that the impeller diameter can be in

creased. The ratio is approximately (D/d)5 = V/v, where •o• is the increased 

impeller diameter, •ct• is the original impelle r diameter, •v• is the volume 

expected to be pumped, and •v• is the original volume pumped. So, from an in

crease of 5% in impeller diameter, an increase of 28% in volume pumped is ex-

pected. Furthermore, pipe lines are alrnost always greatly ove rsized due to 

fear of fouling. 

ln a new plant, the operator is not sure what the exact limitations of the • 

equipment are. The way to find out is to push for higher instantaneous pro

duction rates. ln my experience the sooner this is done the better . 

Given the normal over-capacity designed into the average plant, it can be 

seen that the difference between a poorly run plant and a well run plant can 

easily amount to 25 o r 30% productivity . It is not at all unusual for a 

poorly operated plant to operate at 85% capacity and most well-run plants 
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routinely operate at 15% over design capacity after four to five years fol

lowing start up . 

Control and irnprovernent of recovery, reagent usage, labor expenditure, and 

rnaintenance supply costs all are part of upgrading a facility and irnproving 

its profitability. In the cases of recovery and of maintaining a rnaxirnum rate 

of production, profitability can be greatly ·irnproved . Irnprovernents in the s e 

areas follow the sarne pattern as production irnprovernent-finding and elirninat

ing those irnpedirnents to irnprovernent. 

Every plant is different, even when the process and size are the sarne. So , 

the degree of irnprovement or expansion that can be expected cannot be accu-

rately stated. It should be clear, however, that capital cost of additional 

tonnage that can be obtained by upgrading an existing facility is a very srnall 

fraction of that required for a "greenfield" facility. 

In the case of a 100, DOO rnetric-ton-per-year electrolytic zinc refinery 

who se u l timate potential is some 20 % higher than its present operating r a te s , 

added c a pacity could probably be obtained at 10% or less of the cost o f 

"greenfield" capaci t y. 

The char t in Figure 2 sho ws typica l cash fl o ws for three production-in

c rea s e c a s e s. 

Case A i s a "gre enf i eld" situation with h igh inve s tment cost and a "break

even" c ash flow obtained in the si x th year after project initia t ion. 

Produ c ti o n actually starts in the fifth year, but start-up costs and l o w 

production rates in the first two yea rs of operation prevent early 

achieve ment of a positive c ash fl o w. Fo r this case, a 20 % DCFROI o ver a 

20-year operating life is a ssumed. 

Case B represents the expansion of an older plant with a design capacity 

the sarne as the "greenfield" plant in Case A. It is assumed that 10% o f 

the capital cost of the "greenfield" facility is required to eliminate 

bottlenecks and upgrade capacity in key areas so that a 30% increa s e i n 

original design capacity can be achieved. In this situation, an esti

mated DCFROI of 50% is estimated. A break-even point in the second year 

after project initiation is indicated. 
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Case A: "Greenfi eld" facility 

Case B: Increase of 30% above design c apacity 

Case C: Increasing capacity from 85 to 115% of capacity 
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Figure 2 
Typical Cash 'E'low Curves for "Greenfield" and Upgraded Plants 



Case C represents a situati on where a poorly ope rated facility with some 

minor design flaws is only achieving 85% o f design capacity. ln this 

case it is assumed that on ly minor capital e xpenditures but significant 

procedural changes are required to increase the capacity to 115% of 

original design. The break-even point is shown to be reached in the 

first year a fte r project ini tiation . The DCFROI is estimated to be 90 %. 

It must be remembered that all of the above ca s es are constructed, and they 

represen t theoretical, no t actual, cases . They are . meant only to illustrate 

the effect of different app roaches to inc r easing capacity. Having said this , 

I should add that personal expe rience wa s used in deve loping the constructed 

cases. 

In addition t o the c omparatively low c os t f o r added production, a much 

faster RO I can be expected. As previously noted, a positive cash flow on cap

ital investment in a "g r een fi e ld" project could occur in the sixth or seventh 

year after project inception . When upgrading and/or expanding, a positive 

cash fl ow c ould s tart in the first or s econd year after inception. 

Assuming that upper management wishes t o evaluate and proceed with a fa

cility upgrade /expans i on , there a r e some suggested guide lines . 

1 . The final goal and the general appr oach shou l d be clearly understood. 

Example s of such goals and approa ches follow: 

a) Meeting facility design c apacity on a yearly basis while meeting in

dustry standards; 

b) Reaching a certain percentage of ove r design capacity on a yearly ba

sis, say 15%, while meeting industry standards; 

c) Proceeding as far as possible with on-sit e expansion as long as capi

tal expenditures are jus tified by a certain DCFROI, with 15 to 20% 

DCFROI r epr esenting a reas onable figure ; 

d) Setting the fina l capacity required to, say, 40% when major b ottle 

necks preclude production levels over normal over-design capacity. 

2. It should be determined whether the work will be done under in-house su

pervision, a consultant's supervision, or some combination of the two . 

Certainly one person should bear the overall responsibility. The input 

of an independent c onsultant can be qui te helpful because he is not 
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bound by historical precedent. He does not have to explain away design 

flaws or operacional shortcomings. Most likely he will have a broad 

acquaintance with general industrial practices and performance 

standards. 

3. An audit of the facility operation, intended to provide solutions to 

problems or detailed directions on how to proceed, should be prepared. 

The audit is a starting point that should cover such items as: 

a) The historical record covering design criteria, process changes, and 

operating results; 

b) A list of what the operating people believe to be problems, though it 

should be noted that the list does not necessarily include all of the 

problems, and some of their perceived problems are not serious enough 

to deserve attention; 

c) A list of bottlenecks, made pursuant to discussions with operations 

people; 

d) A description of the relationship between industry standards and ac

tual operating results, noting reasons for non-compliance, if any; 

e) A summary of the condition of the operating equipment and the mainte

nance practices; and 

f) A general survey of and disc'.lssion with operations personnel to as

certain ·•hether there are any organizacional or procedural problems 

in operations or in maintenance. 

4. Starting ••ith the list of bottlenecks, the most serious o r most fre

quently occurring should be addressed first. It is well to bear in mind 

that it is not always necessary to purchase additional equipment. Quite 

often the problem lies not in the equipment itself, but in its state of 

maintenance o r in its mede of operation. Consequently, the first in

vestigation of, for example, a rate of filtration bottleneck should be 

in operating and maintenance conditions. As a last resort, additional 

equipment must be obtained. Once the first set of bottlenecks have been 

eliminated, the level of production should be increased until the next 

set of bottlenecks is encountered. These, too, should be eliminated and 

the production increased again. 
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5 . In the case of Recovery, both productivity and profitability can be af

fected. There are two basic problems associated with recovery: extrac

tion and poor washing of residues. Extraction, the conversion of metal 

in ore to metal ions in solution, depends on solid sizing, solution 

strength, temperatura, agitation, and retention time. Inadequate ex

traction requires that the factors involved be investigated and altered 

as required to obtain industry standard extraction. Recovery, the pro

portion of metal in the raw material that appears in the final saleable 

product, usually depends heavily on the efficiency of the residue wash

ing process. The washing efficiency depends in turn on the equipment 

used, the condition of that equipment, the operating techniques, the 

volume of water used, the characteristics of the residue (its filter

ability), and the percentage of solids in the slurry fed to the filters. 

Nothing can be taken for granted in the search for reasons for poor 

recovery. 

6. The state of equipment maintenance requires special attention as it af

fects the rate of production, the efficiency of extraction and recovery 

and, of course, profitability. In this area it is wise to evaluate the 

preventiva maintenance procedures, scrutinize the equipment subject to 

the most frequent breakdown, and consider the suitability of the equip

ment for the use to which it is put. 

As the bottlenecks are systematically eliminated and the goals of upper 

management are met or are at least closely approached, there is a tendency to 

continue with the procedure which has been so successful. If the rate of pro

duction has been increased by 30% or the recovery raised from 90% to 97'!1, 

would it not be good to continue the improvement? At this point it is wise to 

consider what might be called the law of diminishing returns. 

the ROI of new capital used to achieve relatively minor 

At some point, 

improvements in 

efficiency tends to become smaller and in some cases the improvements cannot 

be justified. For instance, the ROI for capital required to improve recovery 

from 90% to 97% may have been 50%. What might it be to move the recovery from 

97% to 98%? If it proves to be 5%, then it is probably wise to decide against 

further investment in that direction because corporate funds would be better 

invested elsewhere. 
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CONCLUSION 

It is worth any company's time to look closely at their existing plant or 

plants before expanding their production with a "greenfield" plant. Sooner or 

later this type of expansion will be required to achieve higher levels of pro

duction to match market opportunities but, in the meantime, it seems advi sable 

to evaluate the possibilities of upgrading their existing faciliti es . This i s 

particularly true for companies with profitability problems and limited fi

nancial capability. 

The procedures fo r evaluating the existing plant and f or managi ng the up-

g rading have been out lined in this pape r . However, it is well to remember 

that the key to success lies in a dedicated and persistent management setting 

high but reachable goals and locating and eliminating bottlenecks. The capi

tal required is usually minimal, the gain in l eve l of production can be sub

stantial, and the discounted cash-flow r eturn on the capital required can be 

quite high. 


